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6th Annual Curve Cowboy Reunion: 605 Attendees and 339 K1200LTs!!! For the
SIXTH straight year, the Curve Cowboy Reunion has sold out and registration is now 
closed. Still looking to attend??? As with each year, some people will find that they
can no longer attend the reunion and will offer their slots for sale in the classifieds 
section. The only way you can attend is to pick up one of the slots for sale. CLICK 
HERE to see the available slots. See who else is attending. Take a look at the
schedule. Check out the vendors. Keep up with the latest news.
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flobti
(junior member)
03/06/03 04:29 PM
IP 
Address:

207.68.63.152

Message 
No.: 61430

 Stalling problem Reply 

Just wanted to see if anyone has an answer to this problem. A few weeks
ago, my 02 LTC (6700 miles) began stalling & riding very rough on the 
way to work. It was raining at the time. I had to restart at least 8-10 
times. The problem didn't occur until after about 8 miles or so. I finally 
nursed it all the way. On the way home, the rain had stopped & it ran 
perfectly. On sever subsequent rides, all was fine (no rain). I just figured it 
was me (possibly the gortex over mittens). Yesterday on the way to work -
rain again - same problem. This time, I had my regular gloves & it was 
clear it was the bike, not me. I barely got it to work. (about 30 miles). I
called my dealer & took it there at lunch. Again, no rain & it rode fine. They 
looked & tried everything, but could not find a problem. Their plan is to 
keep it tody (rain forecast) and try again (in the rain). Any ideas? Thanks! 

John Barney 
02 K1200 LTC Titan Silver 
01 R1150 GS Silver

Post Extras:          

grifscoots
(old hand)
03/06/03 06:12 PM
IP Address: 4.60.245.243

Message 
No.: 61441

 Re: Stalling problem [re: flobti] Reply 

hi john, it's time to do a canisterectomy, that'll clear you right up. 

-=grif=- 

Post Extras:          

DavidTaylor
(old hand)
03/06/03 10:42 PM
IP 
Address: 66.167.79.184

Message 
No.:

61506

 Re: Stalling problem [re: flobti] Reply 

The evaporator canister is sucking up water and affecting the fuel intake 
system because it's blocked. You can remove the canister very easily, go 
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to the files section and there are detailed instructions on how to do this. It 
won't affect your warranty, your gas tank won't collapse (another potential 
problem with this) the stalling will go away, and you will be a happy biker!

 

David Taylor 
02 LTC Silver 
San Jose, CA 
Booze Brother #4 
AMA, BMWMOA 

The shortest distance between two points is for people who don't ride! 

Post Extras:          

mneblett
(old hand)
03/06/03 10:50 PM
IP 
Address: 63.102.221.25

Message 
No.:

61512

 Re: Stalling problem [re: flobti] Reply 

One way to confirm this is the canister, and not an intermittant eletrical 
problem, is to remove teh gas cap next time is stalls in the rain -- if you 
hear a vacuum being relieved as the gas cap is removed, that confirms the 
vent is not being vented (vent path runs through the canister). Under
normal operation (rain or shine, there should never be a vacuum in the 
tank when you are stopped. 

Mark Neblett 
Fairfax, VA

Post Extras:          

Glowworm
(junior member)
03/07/03 05:43 AM
IP 
Address:

203.51.173.216

Message 
No.: 61606

 Re: Stalling problem [re: DavidTaylor] Reply 

David Said: "You can remove the canister very easily, go to the files 
section and there are detailed instructions on how to do this." 

My bike is also doing this. Unfortunately the files section looks to be a bit 
light on advice now it has changed to the new format. Can someone kindly 
repost the canisterectomy file? 

TIA 

--- 
Craig 
Melbourne, Australia 
'02 Black K12LTE

Post Extras:          

flobti
(junior member)
03/07/03 07:31 AM
IP 
Address:

207.68.63.152

Message 
No.: 61630

 Re: Stalling problem [re: flobti] Reply 

Thanks for the advice. A follow-up so far. This morning the dealer was able
to duplicate the problem (it rained) & put the bike on the motronic. They 
found a faulty oxygen sensor, which they said was causing the bike to run 
rich & foul the plugs. They will install a new oxygen sensor & new plugs 
tomorrow. However, there was no explanation as to why this problem only 
showed up in the rain. I will pass on the info about the canister & see what
they say. Thanks for your help. 
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John Barney 
02 K1200 LTC Titan Silver 
01 R1150 GS Silver

Post Extras:          

Jim
(enthusiast)
03/07/03 08:35 AM
IP Address: 4.62.48.95

Message No.: 61667

 Re: Stalling problem [re: Glowworm] Reply 

I just uploaded the directions to the files section. 

Jim Anderson 
Long Beach, CA 
'01 LTC "Buffalo"

Post Extras:          

byke33
(senior member)
03/07/03 10:55 AM
IP 
Address: 67.37.227.148

Message 
No.:

61690

 Re: Stalling problem [re: flobti] Reply 

I have ridden the first 1000 miles on the new '03. Runs out sweet as pie.
Is there any reason for me to remove the cannister with no apparent 
problems at this time? 

Ron

Post Extras:          

Bob_Bacon
(enthusiast)
03/07/03 11:24 AM
IP 
Address: 12.233.245.15

Message 
No.:

61694

 Re: Stalling problem [re: byke33] Reply 

There is a little rubber tube hanging down just to the right of the rear 
wheel. In sloppy wet weather the tire will kick up water which will be
sucked into the tube blocking the vent IF the tube hangs too close to the 
tire. My tube is about 7 inches from the tire. I commute to work in all
weather and don't intend to do a cannisterectomy. Can't help but think
that cannister is there for some good reason. 

A friend who had a stalling problem said his tube was only a couple of 
inches from the tire. He did the cannisterectoy - no more problem. 

Many others just remove the canister as a precaution. 

Bob Bacon  

’00 LTC+ in CR 

El Cerrito, CA USA 

Post Extras:          

mneblett
(old hand)
03/07/03 08:43 PM
IP 
Address:

63.102.221.25

Message 
No.: 61753

 Re: Stalling problem [re: byke33] Reply 

<Is there any reason for me to remove the cannister with no apparent 
problems at this time?> 

There is a good reason -- to prevent the possibly of future problems. I
remove the canisters on my bikes because (a) it is not required for proper 
operation of the engine; (b) it provides, at best, only a debatable amount 
of environmental benefit -- a benefit that can, BTW, be wiped out if they 
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get clogged from a tank overfill (i.e., cause more raw fuel emissions when 
they are removed for replacement than they would have captured over the 
life of the bike); and (c) it can cause the engine to stall when on the road 
-- a fundamentally unacceptable matter to me. 

The canister canister serves two functions of which I'm aware -- fuel vapor 
capture and air filtration for the vent air flowing into the tank. Personal
opinion, but I don't believe the air filter function is critical -- none of my 
non-canister bikes have ever had problems from unfiltered vent air entry, 
and besides, there's a fuel filter in the tank anyway. 

Mark Neblett 
Fairfax, VA

Post Extras:          
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